Abstract. In [3] , the authors introduced the Generalised Character Compatibility Problem as a generalisation of the Perfect Phylogeny Problem for a set of species. This generalised problem takes into account the fact that while a species may not be expressing a certain trait, i.e., having teeth, its DNA may contain data for this trait in a non-functional region. The authors showed that the Generalised Character Compatibility Problem is NP-complete for an instance of the problem involving five states, where the characters' state transition trees are branching. They also presented a class of instances of the problem that is polynomial-time solvable. The authors posed an open problem about the complexity of this problem when no branching is allowed in the character trees. They answered this question in [2] , where they showed that for an instance in which each character tree is 0 → 1 → 2 (no branching), and only the states {1}, {0, 2}, {0, 1, 2} are allowed, is NP-complete. This, however, does not provide an answer to the exact question posed in [3] , which allows only one type of generalised state: {0, 2}, called here the BenhamKannan-Warnow (BKW) Case.
Introduction
Constructing an evolutionary history from a set of species is the standard practice of computational evolutionary biologists [6] . A classical problem in this area is the Perfect Phylogeny Problem, the problem of trying to find a tree that explains the evolutionary relationship of a set of species. Here, each species is described by a set of characters. For a given species, a character only has a single state (i.e., the number of legs is four, or the eye color is blue). The Perfect Phylogeny Problem is shown to be NP-complete in [4, 13] and solvable in polynomial time when any of the associated parameters is fixed [1, 8, 9, 11] .
In [3] , the authors argue why describing each species simply with characters that only have a single state for that species is not enough to accurately capture an evolutionary history from a set of species. In the human genome, only about 5% of the DNA is actually genes, the rest of it termed "junk" DNA, while some species have an even higher percentage of non-functional DNA. It can persist through evolution only because there is little or no selection pressure favoring streamlined genomes in multicelled organisms. Recent work has shown that this non-functional DNA can actually contain genes that were once active in the ancestors of a species, but are not presently expressed, perhaps due to mutations [7, 10] . The most striking example of this is the demonstration that embryonic chicken tissue can be induced to differentiate into a tooth structure [10] . Although modern birds are well known not to have teeth, Archaeopteryx, their ancestral form of some 100 million years ago, was toothed.
Describing species with simple characters implies that a species only contains the data for the currently expressed state of the character. To remedy this, in [3] , the authors propose the concept of generalised characters. Rather than having only a single state for a character and a species, a generalised character takes on a set of states (which we call generalised states, or just states when the context is clear), where we only know that the expressed state is in this set. This captures the fact that while a species is expressing a certain trait, it may contain the genetic information to express other traits as well. In addition to this, generalised characters also incorporate knowledge about the direction of transitions between character states (a transition from a double-sided mammalian heart to a hollow muscular tube heart will never happen, for example). The set of constraints on character state transitions is represented by a rooted tree, which we call a character tree, associated with the character. Here, the direction of character state transitions is always from parent to child in the character tree.
Since this new type of character is a generalisation of the "classical" character, there is also the notion of the Perfect Phylogeny Problem when species are described by generalised characters, which is termed the Generalised Character Compatibility (GCC) Problem, as opposed to the Classical Character Compatibility Problem. The authors of [3] present a polynomial-time algorithm for the case of the GCC Problem where for each character and each species, the set of states forms a directed path in the character tree. They also show that the general case is NP-complete. They do so by showing NP-completeness for a case when each character has five states, and the characters' state transition trees are branching. However, in this setting the situation when a gene becomes hidden does not happen, therefore the authors posed an open problem about the complexity of the GCC Problem when the character trees are 0 → 1 → 2 and the only states assigned to input species allowed are {0}, {1}, {2} and {0, 2} (we call this the Benham-Kannan-Warnow (BKW) Case). In [2] , NP-completeness for a slight variant of this case in which we also allow the "wildcard" state {0, 1, 2}
(the information about the state for a particular species is unknown) was shown. We study the complexity of various variations of the BKW Case. In particular, we show that the GCC Problem when the character trees are not branching is NPcomplete even when the phylogeny tree is required to have only one branch. We also show that the GCC Problem in the BKW Case can be solved in polynomial time when the phylogeny tree is required to have only one branch. Interestingly, the algorithm for this polynomial case is based on the algorithm for determining whether a 0-1-matrix has the Consecutive-Ones Property, used for instance, in DNA physical mapping, interval graph recognition and data retrieval [14] .
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In Sect. 2 we define the Path Triple Consistency Problem and show that it is NP-complete (a problem we use later in our proofs). We also restate in detail, the definition of the GCC Problem first defined in [3] . In Sect. 3 we show that the GCC Problem with nonbranching character trees is NP-complete, even if the solution is required to be a single-branch tree. We then consider the BKW Case in Sect. 4 , and show that it is polynomial-time solvable when the solution is required to be a single-branch tree. Finally, in Sect. 5, we conclude this paper with some new open problems.
Preliminaries

The Path Triple Consistency Problem
The Quartet Consistency (QC) Problem was shown by Steel [13] to be NPcomplete. The QC Problem is, given a set S = {1, . . . , n} and a set of quartets
is there a tree T on vertices S such that for each i = 1, . . . , k, there is an edge e i of T whose removal separates vertices {a i , b i } from vertices {c i , d i }. That is, the solution to the QC Problem is a tree where for every quartet, there is an edge separating that quartet. Surprisingly, if we restrict this tree to being a path, the problem is still NP-complete.
Since 
Lemma 1. The PTC Problem is NP-complete.
Proof. The PTC Problem is actually complementary to the Total Ordering (TO) Problem, which was shown to be NP-hard by Opatrny in 1979 [12] . The TO Problem is, given a set Q = {1, . . . , n} and a set of triples 
The Generalised Character Compatibility Problem
The Generalised Character Compatibility Problem [3] is a generalization of the Perfect Phylogeny Problem [4] where, instead of classical characters (where for a given species, a character only has one state for that species), the species set S is defined by a set of generalised characters. A generalised character is a pair α = (α, T α ), such that:
Qα , where Q α denotes the set of states ofα.
is a rooted character tree with nodes bijectively labelled by the elements of Q α .
The Generalised Character Compatibility Problem is as follows:
Generalised Character Compatibility (GCC) Problem
Input: A set S of species and a set C of generalised characters. Question: Is there a rooted tree T = (V T , E T ) and a "state-choosing" function c : V T × C → α∈C Q α such that the following holds:
For everyα ∈ C, the tree T (α) is an induced subtree of T α , where T (α) is the tree obtained from T by labelling the nodes of T only with their α-states (as chosen by c), and then contracting edges having the same α-state at their endpoints.
Essentially, the first condition states that each species is represented somewhere in the tree T , and the second condition states that the set of nodes labelled by a given state of a given character form a connected subtree of T , just as with the Classical Character Compatibility Problem. Finally, condition three states that the state transitions for each characterα must respect its character tree T α . The GCC Problem is NP-complete. In particular, in [2] it was shown to be NP-complete for a case where for each species s and characterα, α(s) ∈ {{1}, {0, 2}, {0, 1, 2}}, and T α is 0 → 1 → 2. It was also shown to be polynomialtime solvable in the case where for each species s ∈ S, α(s) is a directed path in T α for eachα = (α, T α ) ∈ C [3] . We will consider the following variants of the GCC Problem. The GCC Problem with non-branching character trees (GCC-NB Problem) is a special case of the GCC Problem in which character trees have a single branch, i.e., each character tree T α is 0 → 1 → · · · → |T α |−1. If we restrict the solution of the GCC-NB Problem (a phylogeny tree) to have only one (or two) branches starting at the root, we will call this problem the Single-Branch GCC-NB Problem (SB-GCC-NB Problem), and the Path GCC-NB (P-GCC-NB Problem), respectively. In addition, if in any of these problems, say in problem X, we restrict the states to be from the set Q, we will call this problem the Q-X Problem.
The SB-GCC-NB Problem Is NP-Complete
We first show that the GCC-NB Problem is NP-complete even when the solution is restricted to be a single-branch tree. Note that the constraints have been chosen in such a way that for each i, species c i must be before both a i and b i , or after both a i and b i on the path, by choosing the i-th character of c i to be 0 or 2, respectively. That is, the solutions to this instance of the SB-GCC-NB Problem correspond to solutions to the instance of the PTC Problem, and vice versa. The claim follows by Lemma 1.
Next, we show that if Q ⊆ 2 {0,...,m} , the Q-SB-GCC-NB Problem is NP-complete, then Q ∪ {{m}}-(P-)GCC-NB Problems are NP-complete.
Theorem 2. If for Q ⊆ 2 {0,...,m} , the Q-SB-GCC-NB Problem is NP-complete, then the Q ∪ {{m}}-P-GCC-NB and Q ∪ {{m}}-GCC-NB Problems are NPcomplete.
Proof. We will prove the claim by reduction from the Q-SB-GCC-NB Problem. An instance of the SB-GCC-NB Problem can be considered as an instance of the (P-)GCC-NB Problem, provided that we can force all species to be on a single branch. This can be done easily by adding the extra species x that has state set {m} on all characters, and showing that all other species must have x as a descendant, which forces any solution to this instance of the (P-)GCC-NB Problem to be a single-branch tree. We omit the details.
As a corollary, we have that the {{1}, {2}, {0, 2}, {0, 1, 2}}-(P-)GCC-NB Problem is NP-complete. However, the complexity of the BKW case posed in [3] remains open. In the next subsections, we will show that in the BKW case the SB-GCC-NB Problem is polynomial-time solvable.
The BKW Case of the SB-GCC-NB Problem Is Polynomial-Time Solvable
First, we show that the {{1}, {0, 2}}-SB-GCC-NB and {{1}, {0, 2}}-P-GCC-NB Problems are polynomial-time solvable, by showing that they are equivalent to the Consecutive-Ones Property Problem [5] , used in DNA physical mapping, interval graph recognition and data retrieval. The formal definition of this problem is as follows:
Consecutive-Ones Property (C1P) Problem
Input: An n × m 0-1-matrix M . Question: Is there an order on the m columns of M in such a way that, for any row, the set of columns that have entry 1 in that row are consecutive in the order.
This property can be determined in linear time by building a P Q-tree [5] . We then build on the algorithm for the C1P Problem (namely, the algorithm for building a P Q-tree) to show that the {{0}, {1}, {2}, {0, 2}}-SB-GCC-NB Problem (the BKW Case of the SB-GCC-NB Problem) is also polynomial-time solvable.
Lemma 2. The {{1}, {0, 2}}-SB-GCC-NB and {{1}, {0, 2}}-P-GCC-NB Problems are polynomial-time solvable.
Proof. The solutions to the {{1}, {0, 2}}-SB-GCC-NB and {1}, {0, 2}}-P-GCC-NB Problems must fall on a single-branch tree and path, respectively. Because T α is 0 → 1 → 2 for any characterα, all species whereα has state 1 must appear consecutively in this single-branch tree (path), otherwise there would be more than one transition from 0 to 1 in the phylogeny, for some characterα. In this case of the SB-GCC-NB Problem, all other species can appear before (or after) this consecutive set of ones, because the "state-choosing" function c can map these species to 0 (or 2). As such, this problem is exactly the problem of determining whether or not a 0-1-matrix has the C1P, where each species is a column in this matrix. In this case of the P-GCC-NB Problem, if there does exist a solution P , then there is always a "state-choosing" function c that reflects the fact that the corresponding matrix has the C1P. Therefore these cases are polynomial-time solvable.
We now consider the {{0}, {1}, {2}, {0, 2}}-SB-GCC-NB Problem, the BKW case of the SB-GCC-NB Problem. Here, for any characterα, a species s with α(s) = {0, 2} can still appear before or after the consecutive set of ones (on this single-branch tree), however a species s with α(s) = 0 has to appear before this set, while the species s with α(s) = 2 has to appear after this set. So essentially, this is the problem of determining whether a 0-1-matrix has the C1P again, however the matrix, in addition to containing zeros and ones, contains some special zeros, we call them 0 − (0 + ), that must appear before (after) the set of consecutive ones of its row, in any consecutive-ones ordering. This case is thus equivalent to the following generalised version of the C1P Problem:
Extended Consecutive Ones (E-C1P) Property Problem Input: An n × m matrix M with entries 0, 1, 0 − or 0 + . Question: Is there an order on the m columns of M in such a way that, for any row, the set of columns that have entry 1 in that row are consecutive in the order, and any column that has entry 0 − (0 + ) in that row appears before (after) this consecutive set of ones.
Lemma 3. The E-C1P Problem is polynomial-time solvable.
Proof. We prove this by showing that a structure that encodes all solutions to the E-C1P problem can be built in polynomial-time. Given instance M to the E-C1P Problem, we first construct P Q-tree P Q M for matrix M , where we have "forgotten" the labels of the special zeros (we treat 0 − and 0 + simply as 0). This can be done in O(n + m)-time [5] . It is clear that P Q M encodes a superset of the solutions to M . We then associate to each P node, the empty partial order on its children, and to each Q node, the set of directions {left, right}. Next, we obtain a list of order constraints imposed by the special zeros of M , by processing each pair of 0 − and 1, 0 + and 1, and 0 − and 0 + . For instance, if column i has 0 − and j has 1 in some row r, then we add constraint i < j to the list. We now update these sets that are associated with each P and Q node, one-by-one from the list, to incorporate these ordering constraints. The idea is that these sets will restrict the configurations each node in P Q M can have to the set of solutions of M .
When adding constraint i < j from the list to P Q M , we find the least common ancestor a i,j of i and j in P Q M , which takes O(m) steps: -If a i,j is a Q node, then we eliminate from its set, the direction that places j before i. If the set of directions is now empty, then the algorithm halts, outputting that M does not have a solution. This can be done in constant time.
-Otherwise a i,j is a P node that stores some partial order on its children {v 1 , . . . , v k } = V . First, we find the children of a i,j : v x and v y such that the subtrees rooted at them contain i and j, respectively. We add the constraint v x < v y to the existing partial order at this P node. Proof. This follows from equivalence to the E-C1P Problem and Lemma 3.
Conclusions and Open Problems
We now conclude with a summary of results for the cases of the Q-GCC-NB Problem, Q ⊆ {{0}, {1}, {2}, {0, 2}, {0, 1, 2}}, that are implied by our results, and what interesting cases are still open. This is conveyed in Fig. 1 , where each row is a choice of Q for the Q-GCC-NB Problem, and the columns specify whether the solution is restricted to (a) a single-branch tree, (b) a path and (c) a tree, respectively. In Sect. 3, Theorem 1 shows that the GCC-NB Problem remains hard even when the solution is restricted to be a single-branch tree (8a in Fig. 1 ). Note that this also gives entries 1a, 6a and 7a. Theorem 2 then gives entries 1b,c and 7b,c. In Sect. 4, Lemma 2 gives entries 5a,b. Theorem 3 shows that the BKW Case of the SB-GCC-NB Problem is polynomial-time solvable, giving entries 2a, 3a and 4a. Note, that the BKW Case of the GCC-NB Problem, posed in [3] still remains open (2c in Fig. 1 ). The cases marked with ( †) follow from [3, 2] . In particular, notice that if Q ⊆ {{0}, {1}, {2}, {0, 1, 2}}, that is each element in Q is a directed path in 0 → 1 → 2, then the Q-GCC-NB Problem is polynomial-time solvable by [3] . Entries 13a,b,c involve only classical characters, and are thus polynomial-time solvable by [1] . The entries marked with ( ) follow from our new preliminary results not included in this paper. In all remaining cases the problem becomes trivial as there always is a solution. We now give comments on some of the cases that remain open. The {{1}, {0, 2}}-SB-GCC-NB Problem (the solution must be a single-branch tree) corresponds naturally to the C1P Problem (the solution must be a total order). As such, the {{1}, {0, 2}}-GCC-NB Problem corresponds to a tree-C1P Problem which is defined as follows: Find a tree with vertex set containing the columns of a binary matrix M and auxiliary columns such that for every row in M , a tree labelled by the row contracts to a tree 0 − 1 − 0 after contracting any two vertices with the same label, where M is a matrix containing M and auxiliary columns. Similarly, one could define the tree-E-C1P Problem on matrices with 0 − , 0, 0 + and 1. Now, determining the complexity of this tree-E-C1P Problem would provide an answer to the BKW Case of the GCC-NB Problem [3] .
